Offering grease cartridges

Extend the lifetime of your slewing rings thanks to an efficient greasing

Manitowoc offers you a range of grease cartridges with the following common characteristics:

- Greasing no less than 3 months.
- 6 bar pressure.
- Mounting possibilities on other greasing points.

Reducing adapters: M10x100 - Q-75375-51 / M10x150 - V-75375-56
M8x125 - W-75375-57 / Elbow fitting X-75375-58

For range GME and GMA:

Complete grease cartridge: J-01458-97
(supplied with cartridge 120cm³)
- Programming by LCD display
- LED lights with indicators of greasing cycle empty cartridge, to high pressure
- Reusable drive system

Refills (batteries are included)
120cm³: Q-62505-40 (3 months)
250cm³: H-62505-56* (6 months)
* Requires to use the reinforced connection K-01458-98

For range GME only:
Complete grease cartridge electrochemical 125cm³
without batteries: 84031284
- Time stretch duration by switch, simplified use
- Compact system

Equip your old GMA (HD / GTMR) with the retrofit kit N-51458-02
(automatic grease cartridge J-01458-97 and reducing adapters are not included)

In addition, we also propose a centralized greasing system for tower cranes, please see our Spare Parts News.